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Abstract

Due to anonymous Internet use and the widespread use of online communities, impolite expressions increase in the 
Korean language. To alleviate the side effects, we propose a Korean language honorific translation, impolite-polite 
translation in the same language, using Transformers. However, there are few studies on the conversion of Korean 
honorifics through deep learning. Especially, in our study, we newly constructed an impolite-polite dataset which 
amounts to about 20,000 datasets by combining a selected data from DC Inside bulletin with the data from AI-HUB. 
Moreover, we explore the optimal tokenization methods and the optimal numbers of encoder and decoder layers in 
Transformers. Through experiments, we achieved a high BLEU score - 66.71 and verified that the BLEU metric is 
highly correlated with human evaluation.

요  약

익명의 인터넷 사용과 온라인 커뮤니티의 확산으로 인해 한국어에서 무례한 표현이 증가하고 있다. 이러한 

부작용을 완화하기 위해 트랜스포머 구조를 활용하여 같은 한국어로 표현된 예의없는 무례한 표현을 존댓말로 

번역하는 것을 제안한다. 그러나 딥러닝을 통한 한국어 존댓말 변환 연구는 찾아보기 힘들다. 특히 연구를 위

해 예의있는 표현과 예의없는 표현의 말뭉치 데이터셋을 새로 만들었다. 데이터셋은 디시인사이드 게시판의 

자체 선택 데이터와 AI-HUB의 데이터를 결합하여 약 2만 개로 구축되었다. 또한, 우리는 트랜스포머에서 최적

의 토큰화 방법과 인코더 및 디코더 레이어의 수를 실험하였으며 실험을 통해 높은 BLEU 점수인 66.71을 달

성하고 BLEU 측정지표가 인간 평가와 높은 상관관계가 있음을 확인하였다.
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Ⅰ. Introduction

With the widespread use of the Internet and the 
popularization of smartphones, the influence of the 
Internet community has increased. It is easier to 
communicate with each other through various SNS and 
messengers than before. However, the Internet's unique 
characteristics, such as anonymity and non-face-to-face, 
have led to various side effects, including malicious 
comments and verbal violence. As a countermeasure 
against these side effects, managers have deleted posts 
themselves or predefined filters detected directly swear 
words and rude expressions and removed them[1][2].

PAPAGO and KAKAO I translators can be used in 
the Korean language to convert impolite expressions 
into polite ones. They control politeness by tagging 
tokenized Korean data, whether it is polite or not. To 
avoid the base model becoming impolite, they append 
pairs with polite Korean to the original bilingual 
corpus. It is effective for verbs and ending words but 
not for nouns and pronouns. However, it is not 
applicable when the source and target language are 
Korean. Besides, few studies deal with a language 
register problem, mainly translating to a polite expression 
in the same low resource language.

Moreover, the Korean language has the characteristic 
that the expression of some nouns, verbs and grammatical 
elements depends on the level of politeness. It is 
similar to the formal expression in English, but it is 
not the same. The general and polite expressions in 
Korean have the same meaning, with only politeness 
different.

More recently, the notion of 'formality style 
transfer' has received increasing attention, which 
captures the idea to generate a formal sentence for a 
given informal one (or vice versa) while preserving its 
meaning[3]-[6].

Unlike the previous works, we study in this paper 
how to translate impolite expressions into polite 
expressions through Transformers in Korean. It is a 
unique situation of translating the same language into 

different expressions. Our contributions are listed as 
follows:

Considering above mentioned Korean linguistic 
features, we constructed a new dataset that amounts to 
20,000 sentences for Korean honorifics by human 
judgments on politeness. 

We derived an optimal tokenization combination for 
our datasets with existing tokenization techniques (e.g., 
simple spacing, byte pair encoding, MeCab, and 
SentencePiece). 

We performed intensive experiments to find the 
optimal number of encoder and decoder layers in the 
Transformer structure. We also identified that the 
BLEU(Bilingual Evaluation Understudy Score) metric 
can still be applied to the same language translation 
task.

Ⅱ. Related Work

The neural machine translation approach for 
generating honorific-style Korean[7] introduced honorific 
fusion training loss and data labeling methods to 
improve the Korean honorific generation ratio when 
translating Chinese into Korean. Inspired by their data 
labeling method, we built parallel data and 
experimented with finding optimal data preprocessing 
combinations.

Although a neural machine translation approach[8] 
controlled the level of honorific speech when 
translating English into Japanese, our work differs 
from the approach in that we generate different 
expressions of politeness levels in the same language. 

Existing studies with transformer structures[9][10] 
showed that performances could be changed according 
to the number of encoder and decoder layers. Moreover, 
they concluded that reducing the number of decoder 
layers helps improve performance in common. By 
referring to their prior experiences, we newly designed 
a set of experiments to investigate performance changes 
resulting from variating the number of encoder and 
decoder layers and combining preprocessing methods. 
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In addition, a recent English text style transfer 
study[11] performed Neutral-to-Cute and Modern-to- 
Antique transfer using the Multilingual transformer 
model similar with our work.

Ⅲ. Dataset Construction

To implement the impolite-polite translator in 
Korean, pairs of text consisting of polite and impolite 
ones are necessary. However, to our best knowledge, 
no corpus contains them in the public domain. 
Therefore, we constructed a new Korean honorifics 
corpus from the internet community and AI-HUB[12]. 
We collected 4 million comments from the DCinside 
League of Legends Gallery[13] among the Internet 
communities. The characteristics of the comment data 
are impolite, offensive, and often grammatically 
incorrect. Moreover, since the primary user base is a 
young and game community, many nouns refer to 
progamers, and there exist a lot of newly coined 
words, game terms, and abbreviations. For the data 
refinement, the following preprocessing were 
considered for our filtering process. 

Remove duplicate sentences: If the same sentence is 
repeated, only one is left and removed.

Remove sentences that do not contain meaning: 
Remove sentences like “ㅋㅋㅋ”(lol)

Remove Ungrammatical Sentences
Remove swear words only

10,000 comments were randomly selected after the 
filtering. We did not remove the abusive words used 
as emphasis. To increase the diversity of inputs, we 
add 10,000 texts obtained from AI-HUB. The AI-HUB 
corpus consists of data satisfying the afore-mentioned 
conditions, so we did not filter it. We took 6000, 2000, 
and 2000 sentences from interactive, conversational, 
and chatbot data to generate pairs. For the 20,000 
sentences, we manually converted impolite sentences 
into polite ones and polite sentences into impolite 

ones. The selected examples are illustrated in Table 1.

Table 1. Selected examples from our dataset

Source Target
안녕 혹시 회의 시작
전에 잠깐 통화 좀 해도
될까
Hi. Can I call before the
meeting begins?

안녕하세요 혹시 회의
시작 전에 잠깐 통화 좀
해도 될까요
Hi. May I call before the
meeting begins?

맞네 시발
That’s fucking right.

맞네요
That’s right.

좀꺼져
Get the fuck out.

좀저리가세요
Please go away

혹시 할인해줄 수 있나
Can you give me a
discount?

혹시 할인해주실 수
있나요
Could you give me a
discount?

젠장
Fuck.

이런
Oops.

와 진짜 개멍청하다
Wow, that’s fucking stupid

와 진짜 엄청 멍청하네요
Wow, that’s really stupid

Ⅳ. Methodology

4.1 Tokenization Methods

Because tokenization contributes largely to Korean 
machine translation's training efficiency[14], selecting 
the best-performing one is crucial. We tested a total 
of six tokenization methods. Six are Spacing, 
MeCab[15], BPE[16], SentencePiece[17], MeCab + 
BPE, and MeCab + SentencePiece.

4.2 Transformer

Recently, the transformer architecture[18] has 
performed close to SOTA in the machine translation. 
Therefore, in our study, we adopt existing transformer 
structures rather than other deep learning models. The 
original Transformer architectures[18] used the 
following hyperparameters: 6 layers of encoder and 
decoder, 512 dimensions of embedding vectors, 8 
attention heads, and 2048 size of the input and output 
layers of feedforward.
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We analyze the effects of the numbers of encoder 
and decoder layers and performance by adjusting them 
in Section 5.2. Most of the parameters used in the 
experiment are almost the same as the basic 
Transformer, but the changed parameters are beam 
size 5, length penalty alpha 0, beta1 0.9, beta2 0.998, 
epsilon 0.1, dropout 0.3, and the number of 
encoder/decoder layer 12. For the implementation, we 
use a popular open-source neural machine translation 
system, OpenNMT[19].

Ⅴ. Experiments

Before the experiment, we divided our Korean 
honorifics corpus by randomly assigning 18000 as the 
training set, 1500 as the validation set, and the 
remaining 1037 as the test set. Since BLEU is 
commonly used as an indicator of performance 
evaluation for machine translation tasks, we used 
BLEU as a method for performance evaluation in this 
study.

5.1 Effects of Tokenization

Table 2 shows that the score varies significantly 
depending on the tokenization method. Except for 
combining different tokenization methods, MeCab 
showed the best BLEU score. Thus we chose it first. 
Separation of Korean postpositions using POS tagger 
improves the model's performance[20], so we separated 
Korean postpositions when applying MeCab. 

Table 2. BLEU scores when variated reprocessing
methods

Preprocessing Method BLEU Score
Spacing 23.21
MeCab 52.56
BPE 48.70
SentencePiece 58.13
MeCab + BPE 54.97
MeCab + SentencePiece 64.11

After choosing MeCab, we attempted to tokenize 
the subwords using BPE and SentencePiece. By the 
BPE, tokens are separated into letters, which gradually 
generate word sets. SentencePiece is a library for 
subword tokenizers without any prior word 
tokenization.

We confirmed that using MeCab and SentencePiece 
is the best performing combination in our dataset. The 
use of SentencePiece may alleviate OOV(Out Of 
Vocabulary) problems resulting from the best BLEU 
score among the six.

5.2 Associations between BLEU Score and

Layer Pairs

We conducted experiments to investigate 
performance changes according to the number of 
encoders and decoder layers, and Table 3 lists the 
results. The problem of existing approaches is that 
long sentences' translation results are not good enough 
[21]. Although models with deeper layers were 
expected to translate long sentences well, their 
performance was similar to models with shallow layers 
in our experiments. The model with 12-12 layers 
showed the best performance with a BLEU[22] score 
of 66.53. Since the 12-12 layers model performed the 
highest score, when experimenting with unequal 
encoder -decoder layer numbers, we fixed the opposite 
layer to 12. 

Table 3. Left column represents the number of layers of
encoder and decoder as n-n and right columns show the
experimental results by setting dropout to 0.1

Number of layers (Transformer) BLEU score
21-21 64.56
18-18 64.12
15-15 60.76
12-12 66.53
11-11 63.55
10-10 64.06
9-9 63.58
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Additionally, when experimenting with unequal 
encoder-decoder layer numbers, we experiment three 
times and show the mean value.

Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 show the BLEU score changes 
according to the number of encoder and decoder 
layers when the number of opposite layers is fixed at 
12. Fig. 1 shows the highest performance when the 
number of encoder layers is set to 11 and the lowest 
when set to 15. Fig. 2 shows the highest performance 
when the number of decoder layers is set to 11 and 
the lowest when set to 12. As in previous studies, the 
BLEU score was the highest when the number of 
decoder layers was small, but it also showed high 
scores when the number of encoder layers was small. 
It should be noted that it is a special case result of 
impolite-polite translation in the same language.

Fig. 1. BLEU scores according to the number of encoder
layers

Fig. 2. BLEU scores according to the number of decoder
layers

Fig. 3 shows the rate of change of the experiment 
result with the fixed opposite layer. The ratio of 
change is calculated as ‘(layer[i+1] - layer[i]) / 
layer[i+1]) * 100’. The results show a somewhat 
similar trend. This suggests that if the source and 
target are the same languages as our dataset, the 
encoder and decoder layer behave similarly. Because 
our model translated to the same language, our results 
showed slightly different results from previous works 
that fewer decoders are more effective in translating 
with transformer structure[9][10].

Fig. 3. Variations of BLEU scores as the numbers of
layers increases in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2

5.3 Associations between BLEU Score and

Human Evaluation

To validate that a high BLEU score has a good 
translation result, we randomly select 10% of the 
predicted sentences of high-score model 12-11, 
low-score model 15-12 to show the GOOD ratio. 
When classifying, we chose whether it is good or bad 
according to our subjectivity with four people. Table 4 
shows examples that are classified into Good and Bad. 
The example classified as Good is expressed in 
honorifics, so the text is natural and the meaning does 
not change. Bad is classified when the part that 
should not be changed to honorifics, grammatical 
errors, or meanings change. 
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Table 4. Good and bad classification example

Source Predict

Good

바지 앞부분에 일정
한 패턴으로 나열된
에어홀이 있어서 쾌
적함을 느낄 수 있다

바지 앞부분에 일정
한 패턴으로 나열된
에어홀이 있어서 쾌
적함을 느끼실 수 있
습니다

다 힘들겠지 다 힘드시겠지요
내가 너를 위해서 무
언가 특별한 걸 준비
했어

제가 당신을 위해서
무언가 특별한 걸 준
비했어요

Bad

다녀와서는 바로 안
먹으면 되는 건가

다녀오셔서는 바로 안
먹으면 되는 건가요

그래도 아침에 수업
을 끝내야 오후에 자
유롭지

그래도 아침에 수업
을 58오후에 자유롭
지합니다

작년 스페인 의회는
정부 기관 앞에서의
시위와 집회의 자유
를 막는 법안을 통과
시켰다

작년 스페인 는 정부
기관 앞에서의 시위
와 집회의를 막는 법
을 모르십니다

As in Table 5, we verified that high BLEU scores 
produce better results. This indicates that the BLEU 
score a reliable evaluation metric for models that 
translate impolite Korean sentences into polite ones.

Table 5. Comparisons between human judgments and
BLEU scores according to the number of layers

Number of layers Rate(Good) BLEU
12-11 76.6 66.71
15-12 66.9 63.52

Ⅵ. Conclusion

We presented a study of impolite-polite Korean 
translation using Transformers. Among several 
tokenzation variations, the MeCab+SentencePiece 
method had the highest BLEU score of 64.11 and the 
SentencePiece method was the second highest at 
58.13. We confirmed a large difference in BLEU 
scores according to tokenization method. Moreover, 
our analysis results show that the choice of 
tokenization is an important factor. In addition, as the 
BLEU score increased, the human evaluation score 

also increased. By analyzing the relationship between 
BLEU scores and human evaluation, we identified that 
BLEU and human evaluation scores were proportional 
and BLEU scores could also be applied to 
Korean-Korean translations. Based on the experiments 
with the difference between the number of encoder 
and decoder layers, we presume that the encoder and 
decoder layers behave like the source and target 
languages are the same languages. As future work, we 
are interested in further extending our Korean 
honorifics dataset and finding more suitable training 
structures.
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